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This event has kindly 
been supported by

1. The Invent Bus by FabBus: A London double-decker bus fitted out with computers, 3D   
 food printers, vinyl laser cutters and more. 
2. iOi Photobooth: Strike your most imaginative pose! 
3.  City Hanging Garden by Meanwhile Club: Create a portable patch of greenery.
4. 3D design and printing: Use Sketch Up and Tinker CAD to design city elements. 
5. Godzilla film workshop by Creative Sparkworks: Re-enact Godzilla against a green   
 screen using model cities.
6. Build and Race by Robert Workshop: Build a kit car and race others to see who’s fastest.
7. Our Hut: Explore the concept of architecture in this design and building workshop.
8. Dance through the city by Movement Warriors: Look at buildings, transport and the   
 environment and translate them into movement.
9. Let's Make a New Metropolis by Peeka: Collaborate to respond to structural challenges   
 and then design and build a model of your designs.
10. Draw it, Sketch it, Model it! by Kidesign: Design a pavilion in 3D design software.
11. Design Club: Prototype solutions to design challenges - extra points for green,     
 sustainable spaces!
12. Cardville: Build and design a collective Metropolis from card, making bridges,     
 walkways, roofs, cityscapes and clock towers.
13. Under 5s area: Build a city and immerse yourself in colours and tactile materials. This is   
 a free open space for little architects.
14.  Trains & the City by London Transport Museum: Design a transportation system using   
 Brio.
15. City Portraits by Dads and Design: Create a portrait using materials inspired by the    
 metropolis.
16. Art & Architecture by Pilbrow Partners: Design and create a ceramic tile for the new   
 Lambeth Community Centre walls.
17.  VR Headsets: Purchase your own VR headset to take the experience home.
18.  Anemone: The iOi's new interactive exhibit has 202 switches for you to flick!
19. Future 3D cities by iOi: Using the apps including Cospaces, Mini Metro and Skyscraper,  
 to explore how buildings and transit systems function.
20. Water Walls by iOi: Tinker and play to create water systems.
21. Kinetic Sand by iOi: Explore the materials used to construct the metropolis.

How many makers did you visit today?
Tick off as many as you can!


